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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York and Bangkok. He assists some of
the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-theglass programs, leading educational trips to wine producing countries and hosting VIP industry
dinners at New York and across Asia.
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Meetings Go Better with
Wine - Always

By Fred Tibbitts
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Sauvignon Blanc 
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Barry Wiss,
Genius of the
World Wine
Challengeand
Senior Director
of Education
and Hospitality,
Mercuris Fine
Wines

One of the benefits of being an adult is the enjoyment of one's favorite adult beverages, so when
we meet either for business or pleasure or both, when
it's time to unwind and socialize, more and more
groups are electing to provide wine bars or generous
selections of premium wines by the glass and by the
taste for their MICE associates and friends. And there
are no limits as to how creative MICE planners may
be in ensuring that everyone both enjoys the wine selection and learns more about wine in the process.
It's like the “Gift that keeps on giving”. Let's look at
some tasty options that deliver both a great social hour
and lasting educational benefits.

If your goal is simply to provide a good selection of premium wines by the glass without any bells and whistles, try selecting wines from some of the most popular wine producing
countries, making sure to choose the same varietal from two or
three places, so the guests can compare say a Sauvignon Blanc
from New Zealand to one from South Africa or California; or a
Shiraz from Australia to one from South Africa: Your guests will
quickly learn that the origin of the wines and their unique “terroir”
or growing conditions as well as the style of the region and the
gentle hand of the winemaker combine to create dramatic differences in the taste and flavor profiles of even the same grape;
be it Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir or Merlot, to
name but a few. And since everyone's palate is unique, some
will prefer one style over the others. Truly, this reminds us that
the definition of “A good bottle of wine” is “One that you like”,
regardless of the pedigree or price of the wine. This would be
the basic, “no frills” option, but one that is always popular and
sure to please everyone.
In the event that you want to go further to insure an enhanced educational component to match the enjoyment of your
premium wine selections, try dividing the group into two teams
and have them play the popular “World Wine Challenge”, where
you obtain an educational CD from Trinchero Family Estates or
their China distributor, Mercuris Fine Wines that tests wine
knowledge from basic to advanced; but be sure to reward the
winning team with creative prizes they can take home to their
family as a fond memory of their successful collaboration with
friends and associates to prove their relative “wine I.Q.”.
Another variation on exposing your friends and associates
to the joys of premium wine sampling with a great wine education component is to offer “wine flights” and “food flights” to match
from a variety of producers, either all from one country or from
one region; so your event may be themed “Taste the Wines of
Chile” or “A Taste of Italy”, for example. Provide wine tasting
placemats that identify each wine by name with brief winemaker
notes and a place to record their own impressions of the wines,
so they can take them home to later share with friends and family and, as importantly, take their notes to their favorite wine
shop to find their tasting favorites for continued sampling
enjoyment.
So, next time you're planning a MICE reception or social
hour, consider featuring premium wines and tastes of foods that
compliment the wines. And always consider including an educational aspect to better insure the success of your next event
for all concerned. Over-the-top social experiences lead to overthe-top performance, and meetings always go better with wine.
Trust me.
I am Red Fred, over & Out. 
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